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Endowment, salaries, tuition below GLCA average
Jill Flanagan
news editor
Although the academic reputation of Hope is outstanding, the college is below average in many things.
The endowment, salaries of
both administrators and faculty, and
tuition fall well below the norm when
compared with other GLCA colleges.
Currently, Hope is striving to
improve in all but the area of tuition.
Among the GLCA, Hope's endowment per student is last,
amounting to about $12,000 a student while the average endowment
per student is $45,000.
Vice President for Business and
Finance William Anderson states
that this trend began a long while
ago. Said Anderson, t4I think that, if
you look back, colleges amassed
their endowments years ago when
Hope was graduating ministers and
helping professionals."
It was not until the mid to late
twenties that Hope began to graduate individuals who became monetarily successful.
Said Anderson,"We have never
been an elitist school where we've
attracted students with a lot of
money."
While not being elitist is a point
of pride, it also means that there is
less money to be donated to the
college.
Said Anderson, "Hope doesn't

want to be elitist. If your fees are
high, only two types of students can
attend: the wealthy who can afford it
and the poor who get a lot of financial aid. The middle class gets pushed
out."
It is this attitude that has helped
keep Hope so affordable despite the
small endowment. Anderson attributes the low tuition to good management in many areas.

Colleges with both larger endowments and larger tuition than
Hope. Anderson believes, don't operate as efficiently as Hope and have
more employees in the student support area of the college.
Said Anderson, "I think the college has been very judicious about
the value-added component, the
things beyond the classroom."
The value-added component

same.
The massive endeavor to increase the endowment, Hope in the
Future, will help to improve the
college in many ways although
Anderson does not foresee staff increases in the student support areas.
Said Anderson,"! think that the
majority of Hope in the Future funds
will provide financial aid, keep tuition low and maintain competitive
salaries."
Also a part of the campaign is to
increase work with the community.
Said Anderson, "One area
we' ve added recently is work within
the community through such programs as CAS A and Upward Bound.
Programs such as these serve to provide opportunities for the students
to work in the community and for
citizens of Holland to learn skills
and encourage them to attend Hope."
According to Anderson, competitive salaries are a priority for
both President Jacobson and the
college. Currently, almost all salaries for faculty and adminstration
are below the average.
Said Anderson, "Hope is one of
the few colleges that has retained its
historic mission. We don't hire
people in the first place who can't
relate to the mission. To them, it
may be more important than the
larger salaries."
The college is not trying to lake
advantage of this, however, and salary increases are ahead of inflation
despite the recession.

includes such things as the Knickerbocker Theatre and the summer theatre program as well as such things
as the Academic Support Center and
Career Planning and P l a c e m e n t all things which the college views as
important.
Said Anderson, "Career Planning and the ASC operate very efficiently with fewer staff than they
might elsewhere. Our library is the

Declining enrollment results in elimination of positions
by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor
With the decrease in enrollment
of 85 students in the fall semester
and 59 in the spring semester, Hope
College experienced a loss of $2
million in revenue. As a result, it
was necessary to reduce some faculty and hourly paid staff positions.
Said Vice President for Business and Finance, William Anderson, "The reduction in work force
has mostly to do with lost revenue.
We've reduced our budget by about
$1 million nine hundred for this
coming year. About $1 million three
hundred relates to this year. In a
college the budget is pretty much
driven by salaries."
The areas targeted arc ones
which will have the least impact on
the quality of education, according
to Anderson.

"We reduced our custodial staff
by five, the secretarial staff by three,
and the faculty by an equivalent of
four. Two of the faculty positions
are equivalent to part-time salaries.
We cut back by the equivalent of
two full timeand two part-time. The
part-time faculty were one-year terminal contracts and would not have
been rehired. There were no reductions in permanent faculty."
The faculty members who lost
their jobs will not be back next year.
They will, however, be here until
the end of the year. The hourly paid
staff have already been let go.
In anticipation for next year,
changes are being implemented to
increase enrollment. Said Anderson, "We have entered into a stronger, more effective admissions approach. We have hired an additional
member for admissions, as well as a
hired marketing consulting firm to
evaluate promotional materials. Wc

have also increased amounts of
financial aid built into the budget."
Explaining the reason for the
increased amounts of financial aid,
Anderson said, "One of the reasons
why our enrollment fell off we felt
[was that] our financial aid was
not competitive enough. So, we
increased our Merit Scholarship
Program in hopes of attracting
additional students."
Should a further decline in
enrollment occur, these actions
will probably be done again. Said
Anderson, "We'd obviously have
lo do that. [But] applications are
up 20% for next year over last
year."
Concluded Anderson, "We
tried to look for areas that will
least impact students. We don't
want to impact the quality of
education. ...We'd rather reduce
these areas than the classroom."

Boyd Cottage receives unwelcomed wake-up call

Suspects sought after early morning break-in
by Greg Brown
staff writer
Two suspects, who startled a
Hope student while breaking into a
cottage early Friday morning, are
being sought by Holland police after their foiled attempt.
The breaking and entering occurred at Boyd Cottage on Friday,
April 3 at approximately 7 a.m. when
two men broke through a basement
window into the basement. Steve
Kaukonen ('92) was awakened by
the sound of breaking glass and fled
the basement room to warn his
housemates of the intrusion.
One suspect, described as white
and about six feet two inches tall,
fled the house after attempting to
pursue Kaukonen.
"He had made it about half way
in the window by the time I had
gotten up. The last thing 1 saw as 1
ran to warn my housemates was him
reaching for me," said Kaukonen.
"I immediately started screaming to my housemates to get up as I
ran up the stairs, out of the basement. When I reached the first floor
I ran past the front door and saw the
second suspect standing outside the
door to block my exit," continued
Kaukonen.
The second suspect was de-

scribed as white, male, slightly over
six-feet tall with a hat and a scarf
covering his face, showing only his
eyes.
Upon Kaukonen's alert, his
housemates promptly called public
safety. Officers arrived within two
minutes to investigate the incident
but the suspects had already fled the
scene.
The investigating officers discovered nothing had been stolen but
property damage occurred. The perpetrators destroyed the window and
damaged a fan.
Officers also discovered footprints near the basement window
through which one of the suspects
had entered the cottage. Photos were
taken of the crime scene and Boyd
Cottage residents were questioned.
The break in was the second
serious crime committed on Hope's
campus in the past two weeks. The
response of the administration has
been one of responsibly to let students know what has happened. Richard Frost said, "Personal safety
on Hope's campus is everyone's
business and concern."
Even though Hope is sometimes
thought of as a safehaven from the
ills of the world, the events of the
past two weeks can serve to open
our eyes lo the realities we face
everyday as humans.

The recent happenings on campus have caused many students lo
change their habits and outlooks
concerning our own personal safety
as well as the safety of our friends
and our possessions.
"When 1 first came to Hope I
was concerned that my possessions
would be stolen because of the rumors I had heard," said Steve Shilling ('94).
"With the recent break in at
Boyd Cottage, 1 feel that I should be
a little more careful. As far as my
personal safety goes, I worry more
when 1 see a girl walking alone at
night, than for myself walldng alone.
Living In Holland is no different
than when 1 lived in Pittsburgh—
you have to use your head," said
Shilling.
Personal safety involves thinking before you walk alone at night
especially for women. "1 usually
don't walk alone—1 try to do it as
little as possible," commented Lori
Gruntman ('92). "Usually, I get one
or two of my friends to go with me,"
Some note the frustration at
having to always think about personal safety, but they know it is
necessary.
"It is sad that we live in a world
where we can't walk alone. It's not
fair to have to worry about that
whenever I have lo walk somewhere
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VICTORIA PARK entertains the audience at the Kletz
during Earth Jam. See story page 4.
on campus,"said Gruntman.
"The break in disturbed me because it was an unexpected violation of our space," said Scott Runyon
('93), Boyd Collage resident. "I can
now understand a bit of how others
feel when they're violated. Before
this happened, I couldn't have

imagined what people might go
through in cases like this.
"You think you'd be able to be
brave and do something heroic,"
said Runyon, "but when it comes
down lo it you're terrified. I didn't
expect it lo happen lo me—nobody
expects it lo happen lo them."
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Perot volunteers report extraordinary progress
WASHINGTON (AP) Texas
billionaire Ross Perot appears well
on his way to getting on the ballot in
all 50 states, with supporters around
the nation reporting extraordinary
early progress in petition drives.
Perot's apparently growing
popularity concerns at least one New
Jersey Republican committeeman.
"Any time someone can spend
$100 million on a campaign and is
worth $2 billion, dam right you're
concerned," said William Ulrey,
executive director of the New Jersey Republican State Committee.
To run in New Jersey's June 2
primary, Perot needs 800signatures,
a goal organizer and business consultant Thomas A. O'Neil believes
can be met.
"We have a movement of the
disenfranchised and angry citizens,"
O'Neil, who is running Perot's New
Jersey petition campaign from his
home in Lawrence Township, said.
"It used to be a little
groundswell, but now it's a tidal
wave," said Clancy Eldredge of
Grosse He, Michigan, who suggests
it will take only a month to collect
the 25,646 signatures needed there
well before Michigan's July 16
deadline.
"I have been swamped," said
Perot organizer David Dingess of
Huntington, W.Va."It'sa wildfire,"
said Alaska coordinator Michele
Kubek of Anchorage.
Interviews by The Associated
Press with Perot supporters and
elections officials and volunteers in
all 50 slates over the past week show
that people are signing petitions in

Why Perot? Economy, Congress and no big promises says survey
WASHINGTON (AP) More
than 1.5 million peoplehavecalled
Texas billionaire Ross Perot's 800
number to volunteer their services
for petition drives to get him on
ballots as an independent presidential candidate.
Why are people flocking to
Perot?
Here is a sampling of how
people answered that question in
interviews by The Associated Press
in all 50 states.
—President Bush "took his
eye off the ball when it came to the
national economy," said Jayme
Duff, 28, a Boston accountant who
voted for Bush in 1988. He called
Perot "a straight talker" with good

ideas on fighting the deficit
—"Bush has shown that he is
somewhat weak when it comes to
dealing with Congress. I think Ross
Perot would be much better at being
strong with Congress," said Hal
Gibbs, an attorney in Jefferson City,
Mo.
— T h e thing about Ross Perot
is that he isn't making big promises.
He says people need to act like
owners of Congress," said Matthew
Tilley, Perot campaign coordinator
for northern Maine. "You can't reform from within. You have tocome
from the outside."
—"We need him, the people
need him and the system needs him
to come in and clean things up," said

Yvonne Conway, 59, an Olympia,
Wash., hairdresser.
—"Ross Perot has the experience. He would make an extremely
good diplomat for the country, and
he has a no-nonsense, common
sense attitude,' said Barbara F.
Marsh of Pocatello, Idaho.
—"For me, he's just a plaintalking fellow with positive ideas
about getting the country in order
and restoring its solvency," said
John Schenk, an attorney in
Glenwood Springs, Colo.
—"We're just sick of politicians promising us the moon" and
doing little or nothing, said Rod
Madsen, a Bozeman, Mont., businessman.

droves to put Perot on the fall ballot
as an independent presidential candidate.
Most organizers say they expect to get the needed signatures
well in advance of state deadlines.
Since Perot announced last
month that he would consider a thirdparty candidacy if his name were
placed on the ballot in every state,
more than 1.5 million calls have
come in to an 800-number phone
bank set up by Perot employes in
Dallas to field inquires and sign up
volunteers.
The maverick electronics industry magnate took additional steps
last week toward making such a run,
filing papers with the Federal Election Commission to set up a cam-

paign committee.
He also named a Vietnam war
hero as his interim running mate to
satisfy requirements in 27 states that
independent candidates have a vice
presidential running mate.
Perot, who is in Europe until
the end of this week, said last week
that he didn't think his candidacy
"would happen because I thought
the process was too complicated....
But they are making it happen."
"The phone rang all day yesterday" with requests about Perot, said
Patsy Casey, a worker in the secretary of state's office in Kentucky.
Her remarks were typical of those of
other state elections officials.
Perot's prospective candidacy
appears to be arousing remarkable

interest in all regions of the country.
"This has been the most incredible groundswell, just ordinary folks,
coming out of the woodwork," said
Barbara LeBey, a former Georgia
state court judge who's an Atlanta
organizer.
Perot needs 27,000 signatures
by July 14 to get on Georgia's ballot. Organizers say they will shoot
for60,000just to be on the safe side.
In New Mexico, the Perot Petition Committee went into business
on Monday and by Wednesday,
more than 1,000 people had picked
up petition forms at the office of
Perot organizer Steve Vigil, an Albuquerque dentist.
The state's deadline for the required 12,337 signatures is Sep-

Brown's campaign the butt of jokes
WASHINGTON (AP) On the did then equipped him to take on the
target list for Washington wise- system now.
cracks, nobody outranks Jerry
On Sunday, Brown said a call
Brown E.T. 's older brother, the guy he made to a congressman in 1988
with the 800 number that rings in seeking, unsuccessfully, to help a
outer space.
company on whose board he sat was
"He drives a Saturn because he an example of the sort of insider
thinks that's where they're made," behavior and influence he is camTexas Gov. Ann Richards joked at a paigning to end.
white-tie dinner Saturday night.
The Washington Post reported
"1 dialed Jerry Brown's 800 Brown's effort on behalf of a pharnumber and I got Pluto," cracked maceutical company run by a friend
President Bush at an earlier affair. and campaign contributor. At the
One-liners like those are the time, and until mid-December,
fare at a series of formal-wear
dinners that usher springtime
in the capital.
"I picked up the hot line
Week to week, the blackthis morning to talk to
and white-tied audiences
overlap, so different dinners
Yeltsin and I got Jerry
require different jokes.
Brown on that 800 number."
"Eight months to the
—President Bush
election, already the dirty tricks
have begun," Bush said at another dinner. "I picked up the
hot line this morning to talk to Y eltsin Brown was a director of a subsidiary
and I got Jerry Brown on that 800 company, at $20,000 a year,
number."
•
On ABC's "This Week with
The new Jerry Brown doesn't David Brinkley," Brown conceded
dine with the establishment, he de- that was just the kind of conduct he
nounces it. So the cracks and re- nowcampaignsagainst."Andthat's
minders of his own establishment exactly it, because there's a dispropast as governor of California all fit portionateabilityofthose whoknow
the formula of his lagging but people, who are rich and powerful,
unyielding campaign for the Demo- opposed to the grassroots people
cratic presidential nomination.
whodon'thaveanypower,andthat's
The space jokes date from exactly why 1 quit the company."
Brown's days as Governor Moon- Brown said.
beam, and his protect the EarthBy the time he resigned the
explore the universe theme in an directorship, he had been a presiearlier campaign. The 800 cracks dential candidate for two months,
are about his cut-rate fund-raising And he'd already stirred a network
operation this time.
flap by advertising his 800 fundBrown dismisses criticism of raising number for c a m p a i g n
his attack campaign as the predict- pledges, limited to $100 a donor, in
able response of an establishment a candidate debate on NBC on Dec.
bent on anointing Arkansas Gov. 15.
Bill Clinton as the Democratic
Rebuked for breaching the denominee.
bate ground rules, Brown said it was
And when his own record is undemocratic to deny him the fundchallenged, he replies that what he raisingfonim."Itisnotaselegantas

dining at the tables of the mighty
and the wealthy, but it is more
democratic and more honest," he
said.
He's been number-dropping
800-462-1112 ever since.His campaign has reported raising $1.1
million through February, and says
it now has taken in another $1 million, all in donations of $ 100 or less.
The former governor, twice
before a presidential candidate, then
an unsuccessful Senate nominee and
the California Democratic chairman,
says he knows how to deal with
insider influence and bigmoney politics because he's
dealt in both. In November
1989, he went to court against
a California law to impose a
$ 1,000 limit on campaign contributions. Since he's been there
"I've rubbed my nose in it" he
says he knows how to combat
it now.
By that standard, he can explain away almost anything on
grounds that he has reformed, and
that his earlier conduct amounts to a
sort of on-the-job training for his
current role as a foe of the system
and the entire political establishment.
"I understand the politics and
that's why what I'm doing is taking
my knowledge and what I know
about the insider business and politics and the fund raising and now
making myself available to be the
lobbyist of those people that don't
have those connections," Brown
said.
At the dinner of the Gridiron
Club on Saturday night, the jokes
and satire about the campaign and
the government came with a visual
aid: a six-foot version of the pink
Energizer rabbit marched across the
room beating a drum labeled "Jeny
Brown."
Still running.

tembers.
"We'll have this done a lot
sooner than that," Vigil said.
Getting on the ballot in Perot's
home state of Texas may prove the
most difficult of all 50 states. Backers need 54,000 certified signatures
by May 15 and they can't include
anyone who voted in Texas' Super
Tuesday primary last month.
One of the easiest may be Louisiana, where Perot can get on the
ballot simply by paying a $500 fee
by September 1, which supporters
say is what he'll do.
"You have to be blind not to see
that people aren't happy with politicians," said Bill Arata of Bogalusa,
La., in explaining why he's helping
Perot.
And Tennessee backers have
already finished their work, becoming the first state to put Perot's name
on the ballot early last week.
What makes a Perot candidacy
unparalleled is that he says he'll foot
the bill himself if he runs and is
prepared to spend $100 million.
"This is the first time we've had
a third-party candidate with the
wherewithal to mount a serious
campaign for the presidency," said
Ted Thomas, owner of a Portland,
Ore., computer software company
who's putting in long hours to get
Perot on his state's ballot.
Perot is turning down contributions, although he has indicated at
some point he will accept contributions of $5 or less.
Las Vegas businessman Scott
Hozman said Perot tore up his $500
check and asked for his time instead.

"Slick Willie" Clinton faces
character image problems
WASHINGTON (AP) Long
before his scarred presidency, Richard Nixon wrote the book on
political image problems. Now
Bill Clinton is struggling with a
sequel. Tricky Dick, meet Slick
Willie.
Clinton's challenge in seeking to dispel an image he calls a
creation of strangers repeating the
worst about him may be tougher
than that confronted by Nixon in
1960 and 1968.
While Clinton works on repairs, rival Democrat Jerry Brown
keeps trying to bang new dents
into the voter impression of the
Arkansas governor.
Party leaders are worried he'11
succeed and damage the. man they
still think likely to top the Democratic ticket next fall.
With denials and explanations, Clinton has dealt with questions about an alleged affair, his
Vietnam era draft status, his business dealings, actions as governor,
and most recently, his admission
that he tried marijuana as a student
at Oxford.
All of that has hit in 10 primary campaign weeks, forcing
Clinton to deal with character
questions that divert him and deflect attention from his ideas on
national problems and issues.
It happened again Wednesday, when television host Phil
Donahue pressed Clinton on the
alleged affair. "I believe the measure of character is not whether
you've always been perfect but
whether you've made an honest
effort to have convictions and to
live by them," Clinton said, a
standard answer to a nagging
question.
The toll shows in the public
opinion polls. Even while Clinton

»

ii

has been winning a delegate lead
of more than 6 to 1 over Brown,
and three major rivals have withdrawn from the race, the character
issue has persisted.
Clinton says adverse perceptions are understandable given the
barrage of "bad s t u f f voters have
been told about him by the news
media. "I have been a punching
bag in New York and all across
this country," he said Monday after deciding to go head-on with
Brown in a series of New York
debates.
Despite the risks, Clinton said
at least the debates would put his
views on the issues directly to the
people.
On N B C - T V ' s "Meet the
Press" program a week ago Sunday, a questioner told Clinton that
changing positions may account
for the "Slick Willie" label. Clinton
disputed the premise, saying he'd
been consistent. "And, you see,
one of the reasons that you get a
Slick Willie attack is if someone
like you mischaracterizes my position," he said.
But he certainly did nothing
to dispel the impression with his
handling of the marijuana question,
repeatedly evading by saying he'd
never broken state or federal law,
then acknowledging on Sunday
that he had broken British law at
Oxford by trying it a couple of
times. "No one had ever asked me
the direct question before," he said.
Clinton'simage problems are
more personal and have been more
concentrated than the "Tricky
Dick" impression that dogged the
early Nixon. That had nothing to
do with Watergate; among its origins were the tactics of his initial
campaigns for the House and
Senate in California, the "Nixon
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Olivet college imposes curfew after student brawl
OLIVET, Mich. (AP) About 70
black and white students brawled at
a small private college in what one
student described as a "racial war.1'
At least two people were injured,
authorities said today.
Race apparently wasn*t a factor
in the original dispute, which began
Thursday night as an argument between two people in an Olivet College dormitory, the Eaton County
Sheriff s Department said in a statement. But it "developed along racial
lines," the statement said.
"It was just utter chaos here,"
Henry Henderson, a student, told
WDIV-TV in Detroit by telephone.
"We've had a long history of
racial harmony on this campus, so
this comes very much as a shock to
us," college President Donald Morris

said this morning.
"Everyone'son edge now," said
No arrests were made immedi- Mike Sherrill, a 23-year-old senior
ately. City Police Chief Richard who said he helped break up the
Howe said he would meet with the fight. "Everyone's being forced to
Eaton County Prosecutor's Office take sides because they think an
today lo decide whether to seek injustice was done. But there were
charges.
. .
Two students were treated
for minor injuries, the sheriffs
"We've had a long history of
department said. Property
racial harmony on this
damage apparently was limited
campus, so this comes very
to a broken window inside
Shipherd Hall, where the dismuch as a shock to us"
turbance broke out about 11:30
—President Donald Morris
p.m. Thursday.
"For the last three weeks,
the tension has really been
building up," said Davonne Pierce, racial slurs flying from both sides."
a resident student assistant on duty
The private liberal arts school,
at Shipherd Hall. "Last night it just affilited with the United Church of
came to a head. It was a racial war." Christ, has 650 students, 8 percent

of them black. It is about 25 miles
southwest of Lansing.
Morris said the college, founded
in 1844, hasa long history of enrolling women and blacks.
"There's been nothing like this
in my 15 years here as president," he said. "It's a highly
unusual, atypical incident."
A curfew for the students
was imposed at 1:30 a.m. today and lifted at 7 a.m., Howe
said. Classes were being held
today, he said.
Howe said the problems
began when a white student
and her white boyfriend had an
argument and she locked herself inside her dormitory room.
He stood outside with two black
friends and beat on the door, Howe

said. The woman became frightened
and telephoned a nearby fraternity
house for help.
The fraternity members went
to Shipherd Hall, and a crowd of
dormitory residents gathered. Some
whites apparently began harassing
the two blacks, whom Howe called
"innocent bystanders."
About 25 black students came
to the defense of the pair and fought
with more than 40 white students,
Howe said.
"At one point baseball bats were
brought out. We don't think anyone
was hit with one, to our knowledge,"
he said.
Howe said black students asked
college officials to conduct mediation in what he called recent but less
serious racial problems at the school.

Recession or not, pranksters get Internal Revenue Service not amused
cheap tricks for cheap laughs
Penny collector pays IRS one cent at a time
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA (AP) now, the opportunity is gone," RiAt the House of Humor here, gag
doggie do was moving fast. In San
Francisco, April Fool's pranksters
were blowing chunks of money on
fake vomit. And rubber chickens
wouldn't stay in stock.
Recession or not, dedicated
practical jokers were picking up
cheap tricks for cheap laughs on
Wednesday, and many of the gags
were cheaper than ever.
"The tighter money is, the more
volume we push. Business is booming for low-end gags," said Mark
Burger, owner of San Francisco's
House of Magic.
"We've got a 14-inch megapuke
from England that's selling like
crazy. It looks l^ke a fre^h meal, and
you can roll ij up and put it in your
pocket."
Burger, who sold 40 $12.50
megapukes in his first 90 minutes of
business Wednesday, said this year
he dropped prices for his most expensive novelties after the "highend" of the business fell 20 percent
and the "low end" increased more
than 30 percent. The cost of a wiggly fake dead rat in a trap, for instance, didn't move until the price
dropped from $30 to $25.
Greg Richard, a 35-year-old
customer, was thinking about buying a seat cushion that has a fake
hand to pop up between victims'
legs when they sit. But he also liked
the powder that turns liquids into
gelatinous goo.
"i tigure that if 1 don't buy it

chard said. "And I love to see their
faces when I pull a gag."
Malcolm Kushner, a Santa Cruz
lawyer-tumed-humor consultant,
said hard times hasn't killed humor,
partly because it comes a bit cheaper
these days. His annual Cost of
Laughing Index that measures 17
comedy indicators fell slightly this
year 3 percent for the first time in
six years.
. . .
Kushner's comic calculations
includes prices for comedy club
admissions, rubber chickens,
Groucho glasses, arrow-throughthe-head gags, humor magazines,
singing telegrams (dancing chickens and pink gorillas), and fees for
writing TV sitcoms.
The price of Groucho glasses
went up a bit, from $14.40 for a
dozen to $ 15, but the prices for most
everything else stayed steady or
dropped slightly with the economic
downturn, he said.
"It's costing less to laugh,"
Kushner said. "People are still
buying gags, but I don't know why
in anelection year. Why buy arubber
chicken when you can go to a campaign appearance and see comedy
for free."
Still, sales of rubber chickens
and 3,000 other gag items are up 25
percent.
"We started out in 1939 and I'll
tell you, we have occasional slow
downs, but during the (economic)
dips we usually do as well if not
better than e v e r " Rose said.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
An Alaska penny collector wasn't
interested in the Internal Revenue
Service's thoughts when he offered
up 26,596 pennies in taxes.
"I figured, well, shoot, if I'm
not getting a refund I might as well
go ahead and pay with pennies,"
said Brother Tom Patmore, 44, a
minister in the Universal Life
Church in Clam Gulch.
. The IRS wasn't amused.
"It was apretty big headache,"
said Marilyn Steen, the agency's
spokeswoman in Anchorage. Six
agents worked 4 1/2 hours Friday
to bundle up the bags of coins
equaling $265.96.
But paying with pennies is
normal for Patmore, who also fishes
and works construction.
He acquires the coins in his

"P.
"I was focusing the camera, and
this so-called body started moving,"
police Sgt, Richard Brick said. "It
kind of made my hair stand on end."
McCutchen said he's not normally a heavy sleeper, but he didn't
wake up when policecalled by concerned friends who hadn't seen him
for a few days broke down his door
or when an officer poked his leg.
But he did wake up when he
heard Bricksay,"He'smoving! He's
moving!"

"Everyone turned white," said
McCutchen, who was still home sick
on Wednesday.
Police Sgt. Mike Jandrin said
McCutchen's co-workers last saw
him early Saturday when he declined
to go with them on a job because of
his sickness. Then he didn't report
for work Monday, and they became
concerned, he said.
Officers sent to the home
Tuesday found McCutchen in the
crawl space covered with a blanket,
and he didn't move when they poked
at him through the blanket, Jandrin
said. . ' /
* . . !
"They speculated they had either a suicide or a homicide," he
said, and they left everything untouched while they summoned investigators and prepared to take
photos of the scene.
"Then he heard a noise and
woke up," Jandrin said.
"It's kind of funny now but it
wasn't to the officers.

went to work.
"It probably cost a lot more
than $265 bucks in their salaries
alone," Patmore said.
Not all organizations are as
patient as the IRS.
Patmore
paid his property
taxes with pennies for the last four
years without a problem, but paying his electric bill was another
matter. He said the Homer Electric
Association cut off his power last
year after refusing to take his rolled
pennies.
"I painted 'Homer Electric
Sucks' on one sign and 'Homer
Electric Treats You Like A Dog'
on another," Patmore said. "Then
I put them on my dogs Marshmallow and Cocaine they were
both white and we stood in front of
their offices. It was great."

IbYOTA

ACCEPTS
DIPLOMAS
FOR CREDIT

Here's prool that your diploma is
definitely worth more than the piece of

paper it's written on. In fact, it can get
you into a wild, yet practical. *92 Toyota
Paseo. Or any one of our quality cars
and trucks.
Okay, motivated collegians, you can

Police photographing dead
body when 'victim' wakes up
DEPERE, Wis. (AP) A 25year-old DePere man was only trying to sleep off the flu when he took
a cold tablet and went up to the
darkest, quietest part of his house a
finished crawl space off his upstairs
bathroom.
Dave McCutchen wound up in
such a deep sleep he was mistaken
for a blanket-covered corpse until
police officers prepared to photograph the scene and he finally woke

search for the rare 1943 all-copper
"wheat" penny, which has a field of
grain instead of the Lincoln Memorial on one side.
"I actually held one in my hand
a few years ago," he said.
Patmore said he was passing
through Anchorage on Friday as the
April 15 tax deadline loomed, and
decided to combine his quest with a
visit to the IRS.
"First they said the bank
wouldn't accept bags of pennies,"
he said. "Then their manager came
out and laughed and said, 'We'll
count 'em, but you have to sign your
name and social security number on
each roll.'"
Patmore and a friend then collected as many penny-roll wrappers
as they could from banks and returned to the IRS, where the agents

now take advantage of the incredible
Toyota Class of *92 Retail Financing
Program if your diploma is from a fouryear college, graduate school or registered nureing program. Even if you're

rW

SEE YOUR
TOYOTA DEALER

six months away from graduation. The
hot scoop: Your dream Toyota can be
yours for no money down and a 90<iay*
deferred payment' We offer you all this
phs special College Grad finance rates.
For even lower monthly payments, talk
to your Toyota dealer about leasing.
See your nearest Toyota dealer for a
brochure with
fiiD details and
qualification
requirements.

TOJgJA TMCC
MOTOR
CREDTT
CORPORATION
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Environmental awareness raised on campus
mation on it. The various booths
included the Tall Ships Company,
Ottawa Soil and Water Conservation District, Allegan Regional Environmental Alliance, Amnesty International, League of Women Voters, as well as booths distributing
information on endangered species,
pesticides, energy saving hints, adopt
an animal, and water problems.
The Cosmopolitan fraternity
had a table concerning the positive
effects and problems facing the
Wetlands.
Eric Westra ('93),attending the
booth, said, "The Wetlands naturally remove contaminates from
surrounding fresh water and are also
breeding grounds for fish, birds and
mammals. The problem is that the
government is ignoring the ecological definition of what the Wetlands
are, so they can develop on that
land. ...Only 30% of the original
Wetlands in Michigan remain."

by Cynthia Keip
staff writer
What are Earth Fair and Earth
Jam? These events were sponsored
by the Environmental Issues Group
for Hope College's Earth Awareness
Week. The purpose of the week is to
alert students of the many environmental problems.
Said Dr. Hemenway, professor
of English and advisor of the Environmental Issues Group, "We're
trying to get students more interested
in the kinds of environmental issues
that are of concern here in the Holland area plus here at Hope College."
Held in DeWitt lobby last
Thursday from 10a.m.to4:30p.m. >
Earth Fair consisted of various
booths from groups both inside and
outside the Hope community that
focused on a particular environmental problem and offered infor-

The endangered species table
had examples of a few of the threatened birds, like the Common Loon
and the Double Crested Cormorant.
There was also was a video shown
that focused on endangered species.
Amnesty. International had a
booth on the issue of environmental
racism. This concerned the violation
of basic human rights and protecting the rights of the natives in Brazil.
Quite a few people showed up
at the Earth Fair. Even though not as
many campus groups got involved
in the fair, things went smoothly.
Cara Sonneman (93), a member of
Environmental Issues Group, said,
"It's going really well. We've had a
lot of people through."
Hemenway said near the middle
of the day, "It was slow when we got
started," but more people came later
in the day.
Earth Jam, also sponsored by

the E vironmental Issues Group, was
held Sunday from 3 p.m. to midnight in the Kletz. Westra said,
"We're having a number of bands
come in and volunteer their time to
perform a celebration of Earth
Week." Among the musical groups
playing were The Pholk Lizards,
Smiling Phases, Piccadilly Circus,
Liquid Sun, The Voice, Creative
Arts Collective, and Victoria Paric.
The bands came from the Hope
College, Holland, and Grand Rapids area. Unfortunately, there were
many changes in the scheduling of
the bands.
According to Sonneman, most
of the bands' songs have an environmental theme but different issues
were also raised. Said Sonneman, "I
think Earth Jam is a fun way of
getting people excited."
Westra commented that Earth
Jam was "for a cause that everyone
should be a part of."

Photo by Rich Blair

A N EARTH FAIR
PETITION is signed by
Andrea Schregardus ('92).

Author reads stories
Budgets for student organizations
full of rich black culture approved by Student Congress
by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor

placed in the position where we have
to make cuts in almost everyone's
budgets."
The fundamental goal of the
Appropriations Committee is to be
fair and not cut anyone to a degree
that they wouldn't function as an
organization.
"I don't think any of the cuts we
made were unreasonable cuts. We
try to be fair across the board and we
try to be consistent in our rationale
• i. «

met with a few necessary cuts.
Reasons why some organizations are funded more than others
greatly depend upon the needs of the
Hope's 27 student-run organistudent body. "We try to allocate the
zations have already begun planactivity fund in such a way so it will
1
ning for the next school year's budbenefit the largest number of stuget, but before they do they need the
dents and provide for the betterment
okay from the Appropriations
of the student body," says Votava.
Committee and Student Congress.
"If the budget does not meet that
Student Congress met Sunday
objective then we're not going to
^evening and approved all 27 bud r
approve it."
^
#-f
gets that the Appropriations
mr
' * v • • J f f c t e q W s t e Tartrfl M * r
Committee agreed upon for
line with prior funding, it is
the coming year.
"We try to allocate the activity
likely that specific budget got
The Appropriations
fund in such a way so it will
cut. The burden of proof is
Committee is made up of a
on the presenter of the budbenefit the largest number of
sub-committee of seven
get—requests must be justiPhoto by David Bedejewski
members of Student Constudents and provide for the
fied, yet the organization
gress, Anne Bakker-Gras—
Susan Straight
betterment
of
the
student
body."
needs to be sensitive to the
their advisor—and chaired
fact that there are limited re—Brad Votava
by chief financial officer.
According to Joyce Carol Oates,
sources. " Funding from the
Brad Votava ('92).
"Susan Straight is a remarkable
student activity fund is a
Each organization was respon- for making cuts," says Votava.
writer—there is no new, emerging
privilege, not a right," states Votava.
sible for presenting a budget for the
Andrea
Schregardus
('92),
voice of the past decade more exThis year's student activity fee
following academic year. The com- business manager for WTHS, comciting, more surprising, and more
mittee listened to requests, asked mented about their budget requests, was $64. There is a $6 increase for
richly and subtly human than she;
questions and made decisions based saying, "A lot of the things in the next year's fee. However, with the
and, as you'll discover when you
decline in enrollment and semester
on next year's financial situation.
budget reflected the changes we attrition rate it is a necessary inread Aquaboogie, she takes you
Most organizations ask for sub- wanted to make concerning longplaces you've never been before,
crease.
stantial increases in their budgets.
term goals." WTHS was one of the
and won't readily forget."
Next year's revenues from the
'The difficult position we are placed
many
organizations
who
received
The stories Straight read were
student activity fee are expected to
in is that we've got a total request many of their requests.
attention-holding. However, it is
be $169,000. With these funds the
exceeding the total amount availSAC was also another organi- needs of the students will be subdisappointing that she did not excite
able," explains Votava. "We're
zation whose needs were generously stantially met.
her audience with more of her works.
by Michele A. Brown
guest writer

Susan Straight, author of
Aquaboogie, read two of her stories
to a very attentive crowd last
Wednesday night. Her readings
were accompanied by three performances from the Aerial Dance
Company.
According to Joy Neugeboren,
Straight "knows her world and
people as well as Flannery O 'Connor
knew hers, and she writes about
them with a strange, haunting lyric
gift." Furthermore, the critics conclude that a white woman can successfully convey the richness and
variety of life in a black ghetto.
Aquaboogie is written from a
Black point of view.
Straight started out with
"Training," a short story about a boy
named Demone. "Back," dedicated
to Pashion, was the concluding story.
Between her stories, the Aerial
Dance Company performed three
interesting pieces.
'The Three Graces," performed
by Christy Guth ('92), Patricia
Stegink ('92), and Amanda Tammi
('92), turned out to be an interesting
twist on the usual connotation of
"grace." The other two dance pieces
were open to various interpretations.

Disability Awareness Week challenges students to learn more about being disabled
handicapped when there are attitudmal or physical barriers put in our
way, stated Shumaker. The awareness week is created to dispel some
of the myths held about disabilities,
V11 i r i u i i u u y l w u i a t
em.
On Monday two facultymmem-

by Reba O'Shesky
staff writer
"In this country there is a
movement called the disability

inclnHerl
included vkinn
vision imniirm^nf
impairment, hoorhearing impairment, mobility impairment and learning disabilities. Information wasalsoavailableon these
various impairments and other disabilities.
According to Shumaker, leam-
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stand. Even those with learning
disabilities don't understand the*
disability. So it is the most diverse
and the most diff.cult disability to
. iinHprctqnH **
two issues that are very new in the
movement, terminology

disabiIities

"Teraiinology is a becoming a
8
" s a i d Shumaker, "espec m
y i n Michigan, where we are so
bad about this. We use 'handi-

bi

issue

I'
j *1 !•
.
capped' and 'handicapper' and are
ridiculed for using that terminology."
The simulations will continue
through today in the DeWitt Lobby
and will be done as study breaks in
various dorms throughout the week.
The big event for tonight is the
wheelchair basketball game between
the Grand Rapids Pacers and Hope
College varsity players Tom Halbert
('92), Eric Mass ('92), Colly Carlson
('92), J.R. Schoon ("92) and Wade
Gugino('92).
The Pacers are a nationally
ranked team in their sport. The game
is from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Dow
Center Gym.
Oh Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
Phelps Hall lounge. Valerie Wallace
will be giving an overview of integraung physically impaired individuals into a fitness program.
Half the time will be a lecture
on different disabilities and the adaptations that have to be made to

accommodate these impairments,
and the other half will be an aerobics
program where participants will be
given various impairments to cope
with during the workout.
"It's really informational, especially for education students or
P.E. students," said Shumaker,
people who are going to work with
any population. Because you never
know when you will have a disabled
person in your class. This is no longer
one those things that happens just in
one place."
Also on Thursday at 8 p.m. in
the Kletz, a showing of the movie
Awakenings, with Robert DeNiro
and Robin Williams, will be held.
Free popcorn will be served.
Disabilities Awareness Week
will culminate at an ice cream social
held in the Kletz from 2 to4 p.m. on
Friday. Wheelchair Challenge participants will be given their posters
and a general celebration will be
held.
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Religion professor becomes
director of institute in Houston

Comedienne faces issues with laughter
"

—

because she is a woman. With her
by Maria Van Baren
hectic speaking tour, Berry spends
production editor
a lot of time in hotels and it never
fails that someone mistakes her
"I use humor so I don't kill for the maid.
people " said Dr. Bertice Berry in
Besides these blatant forms
her lecture to the Encounters with of discrimination, Berry says that
Culture class last Friday. Laugh- today we are facing a new form of
ter is a very powerful emotion, -isms. We are subtly being told
and "it gets us to think about things that being different is bad. Along
w e ' v e done without feeling with this, society tells us that some
guUty."
sub-dominant group members are
Berry uses humor to address allrigh^butthemajorityjustdon't
very serious topics such as racism try hard enough.
and sexism because, she says.
This new form of bigotry is
laughter is a powerful emotion on the other end of the continuum
which can open people's ears. from blatant discrimination but just
More than just offering hu- as dangerous in its subtly. Berry
morous anecdotes and lessons, referred to what she calls our tape
Berry brought a message about recorders which play back all the
growing and developing through stereotypes we have heard and
interaction in her lecture "Racism make us act and react based on this
on Campus: Some of my Best poor information. To better ourFriends A r e . . . " and in her com- selves and society we must erase
edy show which was held Friday the bad information and replace it
night.
with good.
Berry holds a Ph. D. in sociBerry stressed that,"I become
ology from Kent State University, more when I interact with more. If
She has also been given the Na- you limit yourexperience you limit
tional Association for Campus your development."
ActivitiesComedy Actofthe Year
Through her lectures and her
Award and the prestigious Cam- comedy. Berry shows audiences
pus Entertainer of the Year Award the stereotypes we are submitted
for 1991.
to should be replaced and gives
Berry may be returning to steps on how to do so.
Hope this summer to teach a
Her message does come
course in sociology.
through all of the laughter. MichThroughout her life. Berry elle Imhoff ('92) commented, "I
has experienced racism or sexism think the way in which she delivin many different ways. Even ers things catches you off guard,
renting apartments has been dif- and you think about it for a moficult. Once she was told that it ment then you think 'hey that's
wasn't because she is black but true.'"

decide whether this is something I
would be interested in as well as
them getting a better look at me."
Verhey was very impressed
Hope College's Religion de- with the possibilities the position
partment is losing yet another had to offer, however, he was conmember of its faculty.
cerned with the amount of adminAllen Verhey, professor of re- istrative responsibility that would
ligion, is leaving at the end of this be attached to the job. Despite this,
summer to start a job as the Director he consented at that point to remain
of the Institute of Religion at the a candidate for the position.
Texas Medical Center located in
Approximately one month later,
Houston, Texas.
the center contacted Verhey again,
Although he is very excited informing him that he was the priabout his position, a new job is not mary candidate for the job. They
something that he has been search- invited him and his wife to come
ing for.
down for a second interview.
"The institute wrote me a letter
"We basically used that time to
in the fall actually, asking whether 1 get straight about just what the role
would consent to having my name of the director would be," he feid.
considered as Director of the Insti- He talked to several people on that
tute," explained Verhey. "I wrote visit including the director of the
back and said that although I was Texas Medical Center itself as to
very comfortable and happy at Hope, how he saw the role of the Institute
I wouldn't mind if they regarded me of Religion.
as a candidate for the position. And
"I was very impressed with the
I didn't think much more of it."
kind of commitment that other
While Verhey may not have people in the Texas Medical Center
been thinking about the position, had to the Institute of Religion,"
the institute was spending its time stated Verhey. "It seemed clear that
narrowing down the number of there were opportunities for the inpossible candidates to three. In De- stitute."
cember they invited him down for
He left this interview very exan interview.
cited about the position but still
"I did go down and interviewed worried about being overly invested
with the search committee and talked in administration and fund raising
with the people at the Center for activities. So he decided to do someBio-ethics," said Verhey. "I went thing about the situation.
down as much making an effort to
"Over the next couple of months
by Cami Reister
staff writer

Russian public opinion expert speaks
at Hope for Presidential Lecture Series
Holland — Dr. Vladimir 0 .
Rukavishnikov, one of Russia's
foremost experts on the methods of
surveying public opinion, will speak
at Hope College on Wednesday,
April 8, at 3 p.m. in the Otte Room
of Phelps Hail.
Rukavishnikov is deputy director and head of the department of the
InstituteofSocio-PoliticalResearch,
Russian Academy of Sciences in
Moscow.
"He, as much or more than anyone today, has his finger on the
pulse of public opinion in Russia,"
said Dr. Roger Nemeth, associate
professor of sociology at Hope.
"He's Russia's George Gallup, if
you will, in the sense of opinion
polling, and I think it's exciting to
have him here now—for Americans
to get a glimpse of how Russians
view what's happening."
Rukavishnikov's April 3-10
visit will also provide an opportunity
for him to visit with his son, Andrew,
who is one of the 19 students from
.Russia or Kazakhstan. In addition,
he will be speaking before the Holland Rotary Club Thursday, April 9,
and meeting with college classes.

According to Nemeth, Vladimir
Rukavishnikov is among Russia's
pioneers in social science research.
Nemeth noted that as a disipline
often critical of existing institutions,
sociology was repressed under early
communist leaders like Joseph Stalin
and Nikita Krushchev.
It has only been since the 1970s,

"He, as much or more
than anyone today,
has his finger on the
pulse of public
opinion iti Russia,"
Dr. Roger N e m e t h

and in particular since the advent of
glasnost and perestroika, that sociology has been allowed to flourish.
Rukavishnikov himself started his
career as a mechanic-engineer of
rocket jets.
He has written five books related to sociology, including Public
Opinion Dynamics, Population
Pools, The Logic of Applied Statis-

tical Analysis,Population oft he City,
and Grouping, Correlation, Images
Recognition. He is also the author of
more than 70 journal articles.
Rukavishnikov is also viceeditor-in-chief of the Russian academic journal, Sotsiologicheskie
Issledovania (Sociological Studies).
He is a member of the Soviet Sociological Association, the International
Sociological Association, the Russian Society of Sociologists and
Demographers, and the Russian
Political Science Association.
Prior to being appointed deputy
director with the Institute of Sociopolitical Research, he was a senior
fellow with the Institute. He has also
been head of the socio-political department at the Institute of Professional Education, Leningrad, and
head of the department at the sociological
laboratory—
Byelorussian State University,
Minsk, and has held other positions.
Rukavishnikov's visit to the
U.S. is co-sponsored by Northwestem University of Chicago, 111. He
will spend April 10-24 giving talks
at Northwestern and other colleges
and universities in the Chicago area.

Allen Verhey

File Photo

I made proposals to them about how
to describe the work. In fact, I called
for a change in the way the institute
was funded," said Verhey. "I thought
when I wrote the letter that this
probably means I won't get the appointment. But if they take this advice, it would be better for whoever
does get the appointment."
Verhey did not think that it
would be possible for them to
implement all of his suggestions in
time for his candidacy to remain
viable, but he was mistaken. 'They
did almost everything that I had
suggested that they should do, if I
were to remain a candidate," said
Verhey, "And then it became very
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Group emphasizes more than G.PA.
by Murphy Hutemann
guest writer
The backs of this group's Tshirts read "More than just a bunch
of brainy nerds." Do you know
who they are?
Since the founding of the
Hope College chapter in 1961, the
Mortar Board has been actively
involved in community projects.
The stated goal of this group is to
provide leadership and service to
the Holland and Grand Rapids
communities.
This year alone, the group
has worked towards that goal by
donating needed assistance to area
soup kitchens and by helping clean
up the Black River Pull area.
In spite of this involvement,
however, few people know anything about the Mortar Board's
existence, outside of the annual
"wearing of the blue" breakfast.
The Mortar Board consists of
thirty-five members of the senior
class, and is a national academic/
service society. Although a minimum GPA of 3.3 is required for
initial consideration, members are
chosen on the basis of overall
achievement. This includes such

things as athletics, church and
community involvement, and extra-curricular organizations. Students apply in their junior year,
and must have recommendations
from two faculty members.
Once all of the applications
have been received, the current
members meet to decide who will
be accepted, based on the applicants' level of involvement.
The selection process is
anonymous to preclude favoritism,
and all decisions are made knowing only the Social Security number of the applicant. New members
are inducted in the spring and begin active service the following
fall.
An interesting feature of the
group is that new inductees have
no experienced members on hand
when they assume the reins in the
fall; they learn as they go. Although
this process can be nerve-wracking,
it leads to a more open and innovative experience.
A standard joke within the
Mortar Board is that the group
"gives the busiest people more to
do." All things considered, however, the satisfaction obtained from
this participation far outweighs any
inconvenience.

Campus organizations need student participation for next year
bv Todd Bloch

•

•
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As the current school year nears
its end, many student organizations
at Hope are looking for new leaders
and members for the next school
year
These organizations include
The anchor, WTHS, Milestone and
the Social Activities Committee
(SAC).

The anchor is the voice of Hope
College. Students take leadership
to write stories related to current
events on campus. Some students
criticize the paper's content This
provides the opportunity to apply
for a position on The anchor to see
if additional input can improve the
total quality.
The anchor is always looking
for people who are eager to work. A
numberofpositionsopeningfornext
year include reporting, section editing, business managing and page

designing.
It will be there to take down and members to continue their goal. All
WTHS is the sound of Hope show your children and grandchil- of the events that SAC has are stuCollege. As different people listen dren when they ask about college, dent-run. These student positions
to different styles ofmusic, the goal The Milestone needs students to take range from SAC-chairperson to
of the station is to reflect the diver- pictures and to set up the pages of membersofsub-committeesthatrun
sityofthe college. WTHS has many the book.
the weekend films.
positions for students to help
reflect
The Social Activities CommitThere is now a chance to make
the sounds of Hope. They need DJs tee is the activity organization for a difference on Hope College's
to play the music, announcers for Hope College whose primary pur- campus. These organizations need
sporting events, and managers to pose is to provide entertainment for student involvement to exist. They
runtheshow.
the diverse student body.
welcome students to call or stop by
The Milestone is the memory
The entertainment ranges from their offices in the DeWitt Center to
of Hope College. This is a book that comedians for the Kletz to bands for find out more about application prowill be on the shelf for many years. Fantasia, and SAC needs students cedures.
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VIEWPOINT
Editorial

Campus needs recycling bins
Last month the Environmental Issues Group (EIG)
proposed to Student Congress a plan for Student Congress
to use the remaining monies from the activity fee fund for
the purchase of recycling bins for residence halls. The
request was for $2200 to purchase 11 recycling bins to be
placed in the residence halls. The appropriations committee
approved the request, and recommended it to Student
Congress.
A recycling committee had researched the costs,
placement and reasoning for purchasing the bins. The
ones they found have been approved by Public Safety,
maintenance, the administration—who agreed to put up
half of the funds for the purchase of the bins, and Student
Development—who generously agreed to purchase one
of the bins.
To thisdate,StudentCongress has rejected contributing
money to the cause due to concerns about the costs.
Rather than purchase the bins, Student Congress
recommended to the EIG to make an alternative type bin
to be built by the physical plant. Over 330 students have
signed a petition in support of the EIG's request, while
Student Congress is seeking to use the funds to build two
sand-filled volleyball courts near the recreational area on
13th street.
Student Congress stated that they would not be doing
the student body a favor by purchasing these bins. Will the
entire student body benefit from two sand-filled volleyball
pits? During the winter, at least the majority of the students
can benefit from the recycling bins as well as save the
environment year round.
Hope College is way behind the rest of the country in
recycling. For example. Drew University in New Jersey
has mandatory recycling and the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana has several recycling committees and
a large environmental issues group.
The issue of the purchase of the bins raises several
questions. First, if the administration has agreed to put up
half the costs, why are they unable to cover the full costs?
Is it feasible to expect the physical plant to manufacture
bins that meet Waste Management standards by August?
Why build sand-filled volleyball courts at a similar cost,
when even more people and the environment can benefit
from the bins?
Someone needs to take action and put out the money
to purchase the recycling bins. Constituents need to express
their opinions to their Student Congress representatives
concerning this matter. Do something good for the
environment. Support recycling.
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Tape Recorders
Here at Hope we have the
opportunity to learn more than
what we hear in the classroom and
read in textbooks.
Dr. Bertice Berry, a sociologist and comedienne who appeared on campus last Friday,
believes that to grow as people we
must interact with others. What
better place to interact than on a
college campus full of different
people.
Since we were small children
things that are different have been
labeled bad through stereotypes
and even in our education. Dr.
Berry states that these stereotypes
are tape recordings which guide
how we act and react to those who
are different—this can include
those of a different race, overweight or disabled.
Dr. Berry has experienced the
play backs many limes in her life.
During her lecture she related this
story: Shortly after receiving her
doctorate in sociology. Dr. Berry
was driving lo Minnesota for a
fishing trip. On the way she

DEEP
THOUGHTS
STEPHEN D .

KAUKONEN

Violated
It all happened so quickly.
Being awakened by the sound of
breaking glass. Looking out my
window and seeing two men. The
sound of the man's voice. The
shattering of the window frame
and glass flying across the room.
The man coming into my room
head first, reaching for me.
Leaping from my couch and
sprinting out of my study room.
Up the stairs. Screaming. The
feeling of isolation. Looking out
my front door and seeing the
second man waiting for me.
Horror. Running upstairs, bursting
into my R A ' s room. Still
franticaly screaming, "Wake-up,
someone is trying to break-in to
our house. Call Public Safety." I
was terrified. I was hysterical.
The whole episode only took
maybe 10 seconds, but for me, it

stopped lo use the restroom.
Women were wailing in line, but
when she was finished the next
two ladies would not use the
bathroom after her. Certainly, we
are "shocked and appalled" by this
behavior, but she says that it has
happened so many limes that this
seems normal—except on that
day. You see, on that day she was
Dr. Berry; it was supposed lo be
different now.
Rather than "take the ulcers
home with her," Dr. Berry decided
to confront the situation. While
luming on the water faucet she
yelled to her friend, "Keesha, be
careful in here because you know
while people have all kinds of
diseases."
Everyone in that room knew
what was going on. Everyone. We
understand the tape recording,
because society places the same
message on each of our tapes.
Separate bathrooms aren't needed
because the separation exists in
fact if not by law.
American education is
responsible for stereotypes as
well. Text books and teachers may
not fill the tape, but they leave
them blank to be filled from other
sources. After all we do spend
more money on cosmetics in this
country than education. Why is it
that we have to learn about the allblack division of the Union army

was an eternity. Ope moment I
was peacefully sleeping. The next,
I was running for my life. It was
like a scene out of a horror movie ,
but this time it was for real.
My home had been violated.
The cottage I have resided in for
the past three years, my home
away from home, had been broken
into. Feelings of fear, anger and
confusion filled my mind.
I went to my 10 o'clock class.
I sat there as I had many times
before. There was my professor,
teaching like usual. I looked
around and saw my classmates.
Oblivious to what had just
happened to me. Hope was
carrying on it's normal routine,
yet earlier that morning their
campus, my home, had been the
target of an act of violence.
At 11:30,1 went to my
Encounter with Cultures class.
Bertice Berry was speaking. I sat
through class, listening to her and
hearing the laughter of the
audience. I wanted to stand up and
tell everyone what had happened
to me and wake them up to the
dangers of society. From time to

from the movie Gloryl
Did you know that Gloria
Naylor, the author of Brewster
Place, never read a black author
until she was 27 and never
realized blacks could write until
then? Literature and all people
have definitely benefited from her
discovery.
We must tread carefully,
especially around young minds
because, as Dr. Berry says, "You
can speak things into existence."
Blonde jokes, ethnic jokes, or any
off-color jokes can hurt—they
leave an impression about these
groups which sticks with us. Even
though we may know a few
exceptions to the general rule,
they are 6nly exceptions—-the *
majority of the different group is
still lazy, unable to try hard
enough, stupid, etc.
Dr. Berry reminds us that
even though these stereotypes are
socialized they can be unlearned.
Erase the tape and fill it with a
positive idea, but don't just leave
it blank for society to refill.
Take advantage of the
diversity on campus. Find out
about things and people that are
different, take a ride in a wheelchair for a while, go to see a
reggae band even though you
never have before.
Remember, "Different is
different, not bad.

time my eyes would close due lo
exhaustion, and I would see the
incident replayed in my mind over
and over again.
I walked back lo my cottage
after class, thinking maybe it had
all been just a bad dream. But then
I would see the window. The
frame dangling. Glass still on the
floor. The mud on the carpel from
the shoes of the perpetrator.
Now here I am asking myself
"What if..." What if I would have
moved just a little slower and not
gotten away?" What if I would
have been the only one in the
house? What if...? I don't know.
I will probably never know,
just as most will never know the
feeling of being violated.
This incident has made me
think about how I felt, but then I
think how much more tramatic it
must be for women who are
victim's of rape, and am unable to
comprehend the emotions they
experience and ask myself 'Why?'
All I know is that it makes me
wonder about this world we are
living in. And the sad thing is that
it scares me to death.
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Mexicans crossing Rio Grande on inner tubes.

MADNESS

Cal Goes on
Vacation
The following is Cal Igula's
account of his spring break trip
to Mexico
DAY ONE
No recollection.
DAY TWO
No recollection.
DAY THREE
Lugubriously wondering
what calamities awaited us, 1
stepped out of the hotel window
with my friends Fred Neach and
Don Peyote.
"Mr. Hendrix," came a bitter
elderly lady's voice, which was
raucous, scraping, scratchy, a
rusting sword that smashes its
way through the skull.
"Mr. Jimi Hendrix. Do you •
have an extra guest in your room?"
The three of us had slept in a
single, and the old lady, no doubt,
wanted us to pay. But that was
not a worry. It was the cow's
presence that bothered us. The
beast had spent the night and was
licking the Robert Schuller show
on T.V. Dali would have been
impressed. The sign at the front
desk said No Pets, but we had
decided the cow didn't qualify as
a pel because we intended on
sacrificing it. Our plan was lo
strap the beast to the bed with
jumper cables, light it on fire and
barbecue away.
Under normal conditions we
might have thought the idea was
in bad taste, but when Don, in an
omnibibulous fit of hunger, spied
the cow in a nearby field and
screamed, "Let's cook her down!"
his words sounded so perfect, so
correct, so utterly obvious, that it
seemed that Aristotle himself,
speaking with the golden liquescent voice of reason, was spurring
us on
However, the cow was never
hacked up. Fred wouldn't let us.
He kept hugging the thing, and
calling it Lisa. So there we were,
squeezing through the window,
leaving the raspy-voiced lady to
deal with the cow.
We didn't know where we
were. We had agreed to rid ourselves of maps, knowing, as did
Cervantes, the essence of adventure lies in not where you go, but
how you go.
We piled into the car, which
was rather inauspiciously parked
in the median of the highway,
with a bloated badger strapped to
the hood, and sallied forth. Once
on the highway Don opened the
glove compartment in search of a
lighter.
"What's this?" Don mut-

tered, holding up a miniature
wooden carving of an elephant.
'That," I said, "is my insurance. My girlfriend gave that to
me for my birthday, and 1 know,
deep in my heart, the day that
elephant leaves the car, I'll never
see her again. But so long as it
stays, I know I'll live through this
thing to see her. Love," I said,
"romantics and psychologists today have ruined it; they believe
love and hate are the same thing.
Love is not hate, love is not the
desire to consume, love is not
possessive. Love is care, acceptance. It can't happen in an atmosphere of jealousies. Love
must be free from envy. Beth, my
girlfriend, recognized the fact I
love elephants, so she gave me
one. She's secure about herself
and life so she can be other oriented to do things like that."
"That's nice," said Don,
hurling the elephant out the
window.
DAY FOUR Wondered
what might happen on day five.
DAY FIVE Wondered what
happened on day f o u r .
DAY SIX While driving, a
pungently vile odor that gnawed
the nostrils to the bone filled the
air. First I thought Don was
puking again, but I looked out the
window to see thousands of cows
crammed into giant square boxes.
They stood there: mindless, rejected, injected, and metaphysically angsted. They didn't belong there; they belonged in high
school. Fed by the coldly objective arms of a machine, they
would be slaughtered at the beef
market's whim, without ever
touching a human.
1 was tempted to ram the car
into the fence, setting the cows
free. I restrained myself, though,
knowing that the cows, bom in a
cage, had not learned to graze on
the wild grass which had once fed
millions of buffalo.
The entire prairie has been
plowed, burned, razed, raped. It's
like Eliot's Wasteland; everything is dried up, everything is
h o m e l e s s ; t h e s e c o w s are
doomed, the prairie's doomed,
we're all doomed.
• • • ( A U T H O R ' S MESSAGE)^
But as Heidegger would say
in a destitute time, it's necessary
for someone to dive into the abyss,
and show us how to stop avoiding
this wasteland of razed prairie
and doomed cows. We must start
feeling the pain of the earth. We
must turn off our T.V.'s and listen to destitution's voice. Only
then will things become authentic. Only then will the earth have
its first human. This world doesn't
have to be dark, because it is a
beautiful world to live upon, but
we don't live, we are fragmented.

separated, frightened human
beings. We have no relationship
with the earth, we are isolated,
despairing animals. We don't
know how to be free from all the
stupidities of a routine life.
Freedom is not static, it's not
sitting and watching T.V. Nor is
:
it working forty hours a week to
•£*' •• wtBasmmssaKm
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have the biggest house. Free"
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dom is dynamic, effervescent,
. *M|
alive. It's taking a walk, it's
thinking, it's laughing, it's
lighting a burly fart.
DAY SEVEN
Juarez, Mexico.
Separating Juarez from
Child starving.
Texas is the Rio Grande river. If
one is born on the north side of
the river, one can freely walk
back and forth across a bridge,
but if one is bom on the south
side one must float across the
river on inner tubes and then
run, while people in helicopters
and jeeps chase one down.
Beggars, dope addicts, deformed midgets and starving
children were everywhere. But
fortunately America is kind
enough to employ many of the
poor. General Motors has thousands w o r k i n g c o n s t a n t l y .
America employs everybody for
a dollar a day; it's slavery. But
every great empire does the
same, and we all have our worries: they worry about staying
alive and we about the type of
clothes we wear.
No recollection
DAY EIGHT
We were somewhere outof above photo
side Des Moines, heading back
being taken but
h o m e , when Don started
it looked
screaming that there was a space
interesting.
ship following us. I looked out
~-4
Juarez's finest
the back window to see giant
flashing blue and red lights.
on the left,
"That's a cop," 1 said.
sporting
"Ohh."
fashionable
Immediately we started
Glad Tidy bag.
hurling beer cans and tequila
bottles out the window by the
score. There werejust too many,
an ocean of them, enough to fill
an above average existentialist's
nothingness. We had to pull
over. And still we had at least a
•v
hundred empties left.
The officer carefully approached our car. Gun drawn.
When he got to us, he
mournfully swung his head back
and forth.
" H a v e you b o y s been
drinking?"
"No," said Don, smiling.
"Do you know how fast you
were going?"
"Uhhh," said Don, looking
at me. 1 assumed he was driving
Des Moines, we sauntered back home
around a hundred and twenty or portraits of Rembrandt.
"Son, I had you clocked at three to Holland, where we:
so. "Uhh," muttered Don again.
"We
were
going m.p.h."
A. Woke up from a bad dream.
I, while Don got arrested, rolled
B. Lived happily ever after.
about...uh
seventy."
The officer looked at him out of the car and looked behind us to
C. Attended church.
see
a
trail
of
beer
cans
and
tequila
sternly, with a stolid composure
D. Did a Charles Bukowski all
bottles.
After
spending
the
night
in
worthy of the black and murky
over President Jacobson's front yard.
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Japanese punk rocker spends year at Hope
by Suzi Greicar
staff writer

" — — —

Junko Kawada left her punk
rocker lifestyle in Japan this past fall
lo attend Hope College for one year.
She has adjusted well to life in the
United States as a student and traveller.
Kawada was more than just an
ordinary student in
Japan. "I used to be
a punk rocker in Japan. I played the
electric guitar and
bass in an all
women's band
called 'Dolls'
from the time I
was
fourteen."
S h e
continued,
"We used to
play copied
songs for fun
I wasn't that
professional in
the b a n d . My
friends play in bars
and c l u b s but I
mostly play at school
events."
Kawada first learned to
play the electric guitar after purchasing a book and an MTV promotional video. 44I was going to see
a lot of punk rock bands and hanging out with punk people. I used to
rat my hair and put on black
eyeliner."
Although Kawada cannot be
actively involved with the band
while she is in the United S tales, she
is a member of what is called a band
activity circle in Japan. The circle is
much like a club.

During this year Kawada has
had time to participate in extracurricular activities and tour America.
"I participated in Nykerk Song and
have been to Chicago seven times,
San Diego, and New York twice,
New Orleans for Christmas and New
Year's with other international students."
She continued, "I'm so happy
that I came here, so I could study and
go to a lot of places. And that I got
introduced to the blues. I've bought
fifty records since I've been in the
U.S."
Although Junko Kawada is
considered a freshman at Hope, she
actually isajunioratan all women's
university in Yokohama, outside
of Tokyo. She is presently finishing her second semester of
classes in order to complete a
^ year long student exchange
*
program.
By coming to
theU.S

she

hoped

to gain more experience and to make
some decisions about what she
will do after graduation.
While
attending
Ferris
W o m e n ' s University, Kawada
learned of an opportunity to participate in an exchange program with
Hope College. Although Hope was
K a w a d a ' s only chance for an

American education, as an American literature major she took the
opportunity.
"I wanted to study in the United
States because I've been studying
English since I was eight years old,
and I liked America when I lived
here from second through fourth
grade."
Kawada continued, "I wanted
to go to a coed school because I've
been in an all girls school for nine
years. I was really excited to have
guys in class because I'm not used
to it."
Kawada's academic load includes Tae Kwon Do, Swim Fitness, Volleyball, Nature of Poetry,
English 113, and Introduction to
Mass Media. "I like my classes
now. My favorite class is English
113 with Peter Schakel," Kawada
explained.
"The people are nice here. On
the weekends I hang out with friends
in Durfee Hall. A lot of them are
also international [students] from
Russia, England and Japan but I also
have a really good friend from my
cluster in Dykstra Hall."
"After graduation I want to
publish children's books. I would
also like to write for fashion magazines. I hope to go to graduate
school someday in Japan to study
journalism. I
think I am
going
to
change my
major
to
journalism
when I get back. I eventually want
to work for a publishing company."
As Kawada prepares to go back
to Japan, she says her most memorable experiences will be with the
good friends that she made here at
Hope.
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OiemistryTOa^or.First W *
SMfeat Co-president of Hopc'i
chapter of Amnesty International,
Active in Hope's Bftvirownentai
Issues Oroup. Employed by hofll
the public relations office and by
ToddCugino in the chemistry department
Sound like a pretty heavy
load? Well, imagine doing all this
without leaving a wheelchair. This
describes David DenHaan ('95).
As people arc riding ail over
campus in wheelchairs this week.
we get a slight feel for how it
would be to be a full-time wheelchair user. DeHaan commented,
"1 think it's good. Sopeople get an
idea [Of what it's lite],
one

s t u d e n t

idirt of access. Other#, like the
ooesiliKbrary.have buitonsto
press to activate the door b e f t i i i
::^te{iair-usmg person g o e | |
through Often. DenHaan raanuafly opens the door and pu '
Mmsetf through It with very
difSoitty. "I don't really u
that much. ...ftjust takes longer to
go through my bag and find the
button."
Public places throughout the
couotiy arc becoming more and
more accessible with the passing
of laws thai regulate how they
must be built. With these lawsand
with programs such as Hope's
Disabilities Awareness Week,
people are becoming more consciousofotherswhoarephysically
challenged.
There arc buses that accom^
modate wheekhaire. and most

doing that ate sensitive already, Denlfcai didencounter somedjfP«5«y nwch-"
licatty when he tried to l i e the
Tveneverbeen able-bodied, taiahomefar .
I'm inawheelchairbecauscl have
"It turns oat
spina b f f i d * : i i i M « a l d e f c c l i i i i i o n is
rye had about twenty surgene|, don't hav
throughout my life.I havem'thad ftey'ie gll passenger ca«, so ttey
any realrecentones. I used to use are very narrow
crotches..Ant they're just not someone drive roe over and help
practicaL*

y ' y ' y ' ! - ! - ' ' * . W * 11
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the rcas^DenHaan chose
to come to Hope. *Hopc is ffo
only smal college m the area that
has wheelchair accessibility.
Kalamazoo and Albion don *tev«n

school,
a
Dearborn, raced in his c N i l i T
used to race a lot. 1 did the Detroit
International marathon. It's
twenty-six miles. I finished In

T<>fcakfbr Ih&dtek he lifted

Intern adapts easily to life in New York
the possibility of going to a T.V.
studio pending scheduling,
Gaipa does not spend all of her
time in New York at work, though.
A theatre major here at Hope,
"I've attended approximately 20
Amy Gaipa ('92) is currently living
shows, ranging from Broadway to a
in the city ofNew York and learning
loft in Soho. The profundities of the
about the ins and outs of life in show
various playwrights' messages
business. She views her semesterwould take years to ruminate on and
long internship on the Great Lakes
fully review. You're always changed
Colleges Association New York Arts
in some way by a good play..."
Program as a great introduction
She continued, "I'm very
into the real world.
pleased with the shows I have
As a part of her internship,
attended. I've gained a lot from
Gaipa "stage managed two full
going to these shows."
productions and one staged
Gaipa has found other perks
reading." She is also involved
to living in New York. "I found
with office work such as mailtwenty dollars in the gutter outings, phones and filing.
side of the theatre Crazy For You
Although she does some
plays in. It is an omen of prospermenial work, she has a very
ity in the future."
positive attitude about her variGaipa has a great deal of enous tasks.
thusiasm for the New York pro"I found that in every facet
gram. "I definitely recommend it.
I was involved in, some tidbit of
However, I find it a joke to do this
information or contact made each
semester in your junior year, esjob worthwhile. I did not find
pecially if you're in theatre. I
anything worthless. Sure, there
could never go back to classes
are mundane tasks that might be
after this. I have too much energy
considered worthless. It's a matand too many good contacts."
ter of putting things into perLife in theatre in New York
spective."
or anywhere else is not always fiin
Photo by Erika Brubaker and shows. Gaipa has several
Gaipa commented, "My responsibilities are great. I feel as Amy Gaipa
concerns about it.
though I truly am a part of this
How significant yet insigcompany and a perpetuation of the good references and a connection— nificant I feel amidst the hordes of
lingering of off-Broadway theatre." knowledge of the business. Every people trotting off to work. ImHer initial response to the in- Muslim makes it to Mecca. I will pressed with my decision to come to
temshipwas notallpositive, though, too."
N.Y. yet feeling the ground is going
"Torment: my life in a word. I think
Among the special opportuni- to swallow me up because I don't
I was Muslim in a past life. This ties that grew out of her internship have an agent, equity card, a grip on
semester has been a series of intima- that she could not have foreseen, the business." Gaipa continued, "I
tions from that past life."
Gaipalistedherwonderfulcontacts, am humbled by the homeless
Gaipa compares her struggle the various shows she attended, and searching for food and superior lo
by Erika Brubaker
features editor

with becoming involved in theatre
to the struggle or jihad that a Muslim endures within himself.
"I love that part but resent the
slave part. This is where I struggle.
This internship is my Hajj to Mecca,
The trip is long and one must do
whatever they have to do to reach
Mecca. I am doing whatever they
want me to do in hopes that in this
journey I will reach Mecca with

cationclasses in high school, he is
westing with the physical educa-

, want to leave mester, he lifted weights three
from the eastest door, and I have times a week.bot this semester he
to use the elevator,"
has not had the time.
Last semester, thcefevator in
Rain and bad weather
DenHaan had to be

my peers at home because I am
humbled and have made the decision to take a chance in the city. And
finally, [I'm] just an intern washing
costumes and ironing but an integral
peipetuation of non-profit struggling
theatre."
Another problem that Gaipa has
had to deal with is that of housing.
Here at Hope, she lived in the dorms
and then in a cottage. In the city,
however, she is forced to live in a
small room in a GLCA house.
"White walls are draining. I
feel sucked into the nebula of a
white ceiling. It is easier to read
one's aura against a white wall but
this is ridiculous. With so many
people reflecting off so much white
it's like living in Ozafter the twister.
Maybe that's why I'm overwhelmed
by the whole house. A prism of
people is blinding. [It] takes over
the senses and turns one into pulp
for everyone else to suck off of. But
I will not nourish someone else; I

must nourish myself. Grab a straw
and drink. Four rooms are nirvana
compared to one smudged white
cell."
Another aspect of New York
City life that differs from life at
Hope is the means of transportation.
"It's easier to have goals in the city
because you have to get there or be
run over by a bus."
While in New York, Gaipa has
developed a philosophy regarding
theatre. "Always keep a sense of
humor in this business, if possible.
Otherwise you'll end up with an
ulcer or a gun to yoiu* head."
New York has been a great
learning experience for Gaipa.
"What a great segue into the real
world. I love New York. I love my
art. I hate the politics. I love the
people I've met. I love the experience I've gained. Once again I feel
I've got a grasp on making a career
in theatre—at least today. It fluctuates."
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April 10 @ 8:30 p.m.
April 11, 15, 16, 17 @ 8:00 p.m.
April 18 @ 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

HOPE COLLEGE THEATRE
DEWITT CENTER
12th Street at Columbia Avenue • Holland, MI 49423
Ticket Office Phone 394-7890
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Turtle Island String Quartet closes
1991-92 Great Performance Series
Holland — The Turtle Island
String Quartet, a string ensemble
that melds the great traditions of
classical music with jazz, will close
the 1991-92 Great Performance Series at Hope College on Saturday,
April 11, at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. .
The Northern California ensemble, winner of Leonard Feather's
Los Angeles Times 1988 Golden
Feather Award for Best Instrument
Group, combines jazz, blues, rock,
pop and classical influences. The
Quartet's first album was nominated
for a Grammy Award; its second
rose to the top 20 on the jazz charts.
Along with original compositions, the Quartet's repertoire includes works by artists ranging from
Miles Davis, John Coltrane and
Dizzy Gillespie to Eric Clapton and
Pat Matheney.
Reviewers from around the
country consistently give the Quartet
high praise for its style, musicianship
and swinging arrangements.
Downbeat Magazine has said that

the Quartet "swings with distinction," while Jazz Times has written,
"Everybody and everything
cooks...a singular triumph."
The Turtle Island String Quartet consists of four accomplished
musicians: violinists Darol Anger
and David Balakrishnan, violist Jeremy Cohen and cellist Mark Summer.
Anger has long been regarded
as a pioneer in the new instrumental
music movement. Voted best jazz
violinist the last four years by the
readers of Frets magazine. Anger is
on the cutting edge of new violin
techniques.
Balakrishnan's composing and
arranging talents have played a vital
role in the Quartet's success. In 1988
he received a Grammy nomination
for Best Instrumental Arrangement
for "A Night in Tunisia," from the
Quartet's first album.
Recognized by critics as one of
today's premier jazz cellists. Summer comes to The Turtle Island
String Quartet by way of the

Winnipeg Symphony and the West
End String Band. A graduate of the
Cleveland Institute of Music, Summer has performed many concerts
of modem chamber music, baroque
and symphonic works.
Cohen, the Quartet's newest
member, is a veteran of the New
York andLos Angeles music scenes.
He studied with Itzhak Perlman and
performed with the New Jersey
Philharmonic, the New York Pro
Arte Chamber Orchestra, and the
National Orchestral Association at
Carnegie Hall.
Tickets for The Turtle Island
String Quartet may be purchased in
advance at the DeWitt Theatre ticket
office beginning Monday, April 6,
and until the performance. Tickets
are $10 for senior citizens, $12.50
for other adults and $6 for students.
The ticket office is located on the
comer of 12th Street and Columbia
Avenue, and is open from 10 a.m.
until 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and from noon until 5 p.m. on Saturday.

Novel results from author's tragic death
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ELEEMOSYNARY starring (left to right) Amilia Cox,
Staci Timmer and Kristine Kaczandcr will be the last
production of the theatre department for the year.

Play depicts courage of three women
Eleemosynary, Hope College three courageous women stretc M d
Theatre's final production of the test this proverb to the limit and find
1991 -92 academic season, will open what it means to truly be eleemoApril 10 at 8:30 p.m. in the DeWitt synary" or courageous.
Center Studio Theatre.
T h i s inspiring story will
Additional performances of El- broaden the mind, wet the eyes, tickle
eemosynary wUlbe April 11, W, 16, the funny bone, and warm the heart,
and 17 at 8:00 p.m. and April 18 at Dorothea is played by Kristine
7 00 and 9:30 p.m.
Kaczander ('94), the character of
An Audience Participation Artie is played by Staci Timmer
Program will be held in the studio ('94), and Amelia Cox ('94j is
theatre immediately following the playing Echo.
April 11 performance. Led by sevTheatre Department facility
eral faculty and community mem- member George Ralph directs
bers, the session will give audience touching drama. Scene and propermembers the opportunity to respond ties design is by Richard L. Smith,
to and ask questions about the pro- Costumes, make-up, and hair.deduction they have just seen.
sign is by Michelle Bombe. LightEleemosynary is a word per- ing and sound design is by stuuent |
haps as enigmatic as the questions Robert Wertheimer( 92). Technical
this play raises and the issues it Director for the production is Paul
e x p l o r e s . The play looks at the lives
Anderson and stage manager for
of three women: Dorothea, Artie, this production is Todd May ('^4). j
and Echo Wesbrook—mother.
Ticket office hours are 10 a.m.daughter, and grand-daughter. 5 p.m : ,Monday through Friday and
Throughtheoftenfunny,sometimes ,i '12'p.'m:-5 p.rn: on Saturday
painful remembrances of the past, extended hours on performance
this family tries to understand their evenings. Tickets are $5 for adults|
future. There is an old adage: "United and $4 for students and seniorciiiwe stand, divided we fall." These zens.
^

the major events were spaced a bit
farther apart in the book.
There are interesting concepts
finds himself thrown into an alternate earth when he falls through the brought up in the book. The style of
Many of us have dreams of ice of a frozen lake in his flight from the book is like some of Anthony's
earlier works. It is fresh and quite
writing a novel while we are in high a band of "punkers".
The concept of dimensions is interesting. Anthony masterfully
school. All too often these dreams
are never fulfilled. Robert Komwise quite interesting. It seems that there blends his style into Komwise's.
are four alternate earths, each However, readers may realize when
had just such a dream.
He, however, acted on his dominated by a specific aspect of Komwise left off and Anthony takes
dream. At the age of fifteen, reality. Our earth is a world where over if they are observant.
The book is well worth reading.
Komwise started writing his novel, science is dominant.
There other earths are domi- It leads the reader through a world
with the encouragement of his English teacher, in the style of his nated by the mental, the physical, full of magic and a little violence.
favorite author. Piers Anthony. and the magical. Seth is thrown into Komwise's writing is not a juvenile
as one would expect. It reflects a
Kornwise attended school at the magical earth.
He is made a part of a team of maturity that would have helped him
Andover High School in Bloom field
Chosen. The other members are blossom into a fine writer.
Hills, Michigan.
It almost seems that this novel
When Komwise was sixteen he Tirsa, from the mentally dominated
had finished about 21,000 words of earth; Vidav, from the physically is an outline for a series of novels. If
his novel. Unfortunately, this was dominated earth; and Rame, a faun a longer approach was taken the
all he was going to finish. On Fri- from the magically dominated earth. relationships between the different
Seth and his companions em- members of the Chosen party could
day, Decembers, 1987 he was killed
in a car accident coming home from bark on a quest to confront the wiz- have been explored further. This
ard Nefarious, who is trying to gain would have lead to a more involved
a skiing trip.
On January 26, his friends con- control of all of the land. The ques- and interesting utilization of the plot.
It is not only a tragedy that
tacted Piers Anthony with the hope tion is: are they supposed to help
Komwise died, it is also a tragedy
that he would finish Komwise's Nefarious or kill him?
The story itself is well written, that he was not allowed to finish the
novel. Anthony agreed andThrough
Holland—Contemporary Mothe Ice is the result of this collabo- and it flows evenly. The plot, how- novel that he put such an effort into.
Even
so.
Through
the
/ce
is
a
ever, moves just a bit too quickly.
tions Dance Company will present a
ration.
The story revolves around Seth The events in the story seem a bit fine memorial to the memory of dance concert at Hope College on
ThursdayandFriday,April9andl0,
Warner, aresident of Michigan. Seth forced. It might have been better if Robert Komwise.
at 7 p.m. in the DeWitt Center main
theatre.
The concerts will feature works
the company will perform during
Expo '92 in Seville, Spain, from
SepL 14-28. Tickets for the April
concerts cost $3 for adults and $1.50
1
for children under age 12.
Contemporary Motions, in
'residence at Hope for four weeks,
j was founded in 1986 by artistic di; rector and primary choreographer
j JulioEnriqueRivera,whohasjoined
! the Hope faculty for the spring seimester.
^
|
Works performed during the
:
concerts will include four solos and
WTHS is now accepting applications for executive
four duets, among them "Mercy
committee positions for the '92-,93 school year.
• Street," "Ether," and "Ghost Bird."
Positions include Program Director, Operations Director,
The concerts will mark the world
premiere of"Missing You," and the
Music Director, News Director, Underwriting and Sports
company premiers of "Darkness"
Director, Business Manager, Traffic Director, Promotion
aind "Inolvidable."
Director, and Production Director.
Riverachoreographed "Ether,"
"Ghost Bird," "Missing You,"
"lemanja" (in collaboration with
Applications are now available at the studios of WTHS.
Claire Sibley). Linda GrahamApplications should be picked up , filled out, and returned to
Fallon, assistant professor of dance
at Hope, choreographed "Mercy
WTHS no later than Friday, April 17,1992.
Street" with K. McGlory. "DarkFor more information call general manager Chris Allman
ness" was choreographed by Steven
lannacone, visiting assistant profesbetween 3-5p.m. weekdays at the station ext.7878.

by R.G. Blair
reviewer

BOOK RKVIEW

% }i

Contemporary Motions
presents dance concef
• Resident company prepares for|
trip to Spain in the fall
*
sor at Hope.
In addition to tlK. company 's
regular complement, the concerts
will feature Christy Guth (*9^), a
dance major performing the solos
"Ghost Bird" and "Inolvidable!"
"She is of professional calibre,
She's being used for her talent^ not
for her accessibility," Rivera said.
"We're trying to push her from the
academic setting of the danc^department to professional life." h
Contemporary Motions 1s a
multi-ethnic company comprised of
six dancers.
In addition to Rivera and (JU
other dancers participating inahe
concerts on April 9 and lOare Alicia
Diaz, Jack Gallagher and Jesus
Miranda. *'
*
Contemporary Motions ^will
perform at the U.S. Pavilion during
Expo '92. The pavilion will bef'one
of more than 100 in the exhibilion.
The pavilion's sponsors include
nations, international organizations
and corporations. ^
*
Organizers anticipate that ijjore
than 18 million people will visit
Expo '92 during its April throri|ri
October run, at the rate of afcout
40,000 a day.
Proceeds from Contemporary
Motions' concerts at Hope in April
will help finance the company's trip
to Spain.

* i
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Sports Column

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Now the sports nut who used
to watch hockey (why?), football,
basketball, baseball and tennis live
HODGSON and on T.V, could have his total
sports appetite satisfied at one
LOOKS
sitting.
But let us depart from money
for a second and look at another
advantage of The Game. No
SPORTS longer would there be millionaires
running around who fell into their
fortune just because they had a
great backhand.
•
How is half of our leisure
Never again could athletes
^ money spent? On sporting events.
make millions of dollars just by
That's right.
hitting a ball with a stick three out
11
If Americans put the money
of ten tries. Nor could you play
^ , they spend on sporting events into
The Game if your only talent was
defense, America would quakicking an oblong ball through a
1
druple its defense budget. Not that giant Y-shaped structure.
»I advocate such stupidity, but you
The players of The Game
t see my point.
would be Renaissance athletes.
This money wasted on sports
Since The Game would incorpo* could be used to wipe out the
rate portions of all sports, the
• hunger crisis of Ethiopia and the
athlete would have to train
entire Third World, to eliminate
extremely hard to master all
4
the homeless problem in America, aspects of The Game.
- even to put a state-of-the-art FAX
He/she would have to be fast,
machine on AIR Force 1. The
strong, flexible, coordinated, able
* problem, as I see it, is somehow to to use a racquet or bat, quick
v transfer the money put into sports
leapers, able to throw with speed
„ into our pockets.
and accuracy, able to catch and
Everyone loves to go to "the
make split decisions, kick, block,
^ game". Whether "the game" is
shoot, and have great endurance.
, baseball, basketball, football,
And then they have to play
tennis, volleyball or soccer, people defense.
4
shell out big bucks to watch the
Finally, we could make those
^ action. There have even been
athletes earn their millions, instead
reported instances of people
of handing it lo them on a silver
r
paying to watch hockey (must be
platter.
, for the fights).
The sport would draw the
My proposal is to combine all majority of its influence from the
4
the sports into one megasport.
most- watched sports. This would
^Let's call it The Game for now.
be to satisfy the fans and ensure
The Game would be a potpourri
that people would actually come
T
of the rules, equipment, and
to the games. There would be very
^ boundaries of the other games. In
little in The Game resembling
this way, everyone would watch
team handball, and swimming
only one game.
would be left out entirely.
rtifv* v/r,»rThe/whole system .of selling, r • • > ' Of course, all of this would be
. tickets, T.V. rights, etc. would be
difficult to implement. Michael
simplified. Also, the mass
Jordan and Barry Sanders are not
* production of one set of sports
likely to be willing lo drop their
equipment
and
stadium
would
#
wonderful careers lo start training
simplify things as well. All these
for this sport. Because of this, I
4
simplifications would bring prices
propose the following:
• way down.
The United States should go

to war. They should pick some
small nation like Iraq and site
them for something insignificant
like expanding their borders a
Bigoted cartoons and a portion protesting them have been posted
little. TheU.S. should claim they
on the third floor of Lubbers, outside the dean's office. The effort to
are defenders of the planet and
declare war on Iraq.
Now the trick is to stretch this
war out over 10 to 12 years. There
can be no General Schwarzkopfs
here. Budget setbacks must keep
the U.S. from finishing them off.
rDr.LeonHa i t , if
The first people sent off to
war are the athletes. After all, they
ILOOwtt. Sponsored by EH},
always wanted to be first round
draft choices didn't they? Once
the jocks are gone, the U.S. should
introduce The Game to the
public.
Professor Laurcncc Boiyour of the University of
Ten years should be enough
will give a taJkon Friday. April 10,^4 p.m. in Lubbers 101. Professor
time to build the fields for playing
The Game, and it should also
mmtm
i p B l
allow enough time for there to be
frflifttt / i f n
a good number of high school
athletes who have played The
Game from their youth.
"Witness to the Life of Dr. Martitt Lather King, Jr." April 12,
Then the U.S. can wipe the
1992, 7:30 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel. The Reverend Dr. Hubeit G.
Iraq bug off its windshield and go
Locke of Seattle, WA. Choirs: Crossroads Chapel & Igksia Hispaea
back to peaceful living. The
Combined choirs. Holy Trinity Mass Choir. Gospel Workshop of
former athletes are now too old to
compete, and will be forgotten
Church of Holland.
like so many previous veterans.
The Game will take over as
the national and only pastime.
America will quickly make back
all the money it blew on the war
and kick global butt, or make
CONDITION. 394-4604 ask for
global peace, depending on who is
in office.
RECYCLE or donate unneeded Dana
If the U.S. can spark the same items.
change in the rest of the world,
HELP SAVE A LIFE! Come to the
think of how simple the Olympics
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE is blood drive. Thur. April 16 11:00would become. And the United
States will be so far ahead of the
now hiring two students for the 4:45 in the Dow Center
other countries it can just use its
summer and 1992-93 school year.
amateur athletes until it gets beat
The hours are 6 p.m.-9:30 p.m., 2-3
once or twice. Of course then
nights per week. Salary begins @ HEY I ' M LOOKING FOR A
we'll have to call in the pros to
$4.50/hr. If interested please leave ROOMMATE for next semester.
demolish everyone.
Off-campus. If interested call Fran
a message @ 392-3196
J :
* " This is rtiy proposal. T am
at x6560
open and exited to hear specific
ideas on how The Game should
KATY, I miss you! Take care of
be run, or what parts of my
YAKAMA BIKE RACK for sale.
yourself and come back soon! Love,
proposal are lacking. I leave the
As is fits small 2/4 door car. Can be
your running buddy.
issue in the capable hands of
modified. Cheap!—Todd x6752
America.
Let The Game begin!
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE! Donate
blood! Thur., April 1611:00-4:45 in MANY THANKS to everyone who
.fmmmmmk.
mmm
helped make Earth Fair and Earth
the Dow Center
Jam an educational and enjoyable
success!
DEAR HARDLY EVER Able to
Relax: Nice Non-relationship you're
EARN EXTRA INCOME—Earn
having! Love, Insulting & Bitter,
$200-$500 weekly mailing broSick & Twisted, and Crass & Inchures. For information send a
sensitive
stamped addressed envelope to:
GalaxyTravel,Inc,P.O.Box 13106,
FOR SALE—Men's sportcoats in Silver Springs, MD 20911-3106
excellent condition. $10 each. Size
40 reg. in Navy, Brown Tweed,
WRITE LETTERS supporting enRose. Call 392-3417
vironmental values to your elected
officials.
EVERY YEAR, the U.S. throws
away enough iron and steel to supply the needs of the American au- BUYING AND SELLING USED
Lakeway Shopping Center
BOOKS including Science Fiction,
tomobile manufacturers.
1 1 P 7 5 E. I a u o w o o d . H o l l a n d ^ 1 6 ^ 9 6 - 2 0 3 3
Mysteries, Wizard of Oz, Classics,
Women's Issues and others. Center
FOR SALE Mazda 323 1988 Aisle Books ETC., 77 E. 8th St.,
hatchback, charcoal grey. GREAT 393-8090.
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Restoring Midwest ecology
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The Game

Philosophy professor from Washington
speaks on a priori knowledge

Witness to Martin Luther King, Jr. planned
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Verhey —
first year student in the fall.
'There is a sense of real loss
about leaving Hope. When I first
difficult for me to say ' n o / "
came here, one of the things that
According to Verhey, the Texas first impressed me was how friendly
Medical Center is quite extensive. the students were," explained
"If shuge. It employs 50,OOOpeople. Verhey. 'They were bright enough,
It has about 14 hospitals, a couple of but they are exceptionally cordial, I
medical schools, about four nursing will miss the Hope students very
schools, and about 30 other organi- much."
zations that are tied with it." On top
Along with his students, Verhey
of this, the Center owns its own land also expressed a feeling of loss for
and has its own police force.
his coworkers. "I will miss my
As Director of the Institute, colleagues in this department enorVerhey's major responsibilities will mously. Voskuil, Boulton and 1
be reading and writing. t4I suspect came approximately at the same
about two days of the week I will time. We've been here together and
reserve just for research and writing. have always just gotten along very,
And I'll be doing some teaching and very well. We've supported each
lecturing at the center and in the other's work, read each other's stuff,
medical schools," said Verhey.
and told each other when we were
He also hopes to hold adjunct wrong." Verhey continued, 44 And
faculty status at the nearby Rice I'll frankly miss working for people
University. t4l hope to teach about that I like and respect. I think of Dr.
one course a year at Rice, basically Nyenhuis not just as my supervisor,
in medical ethics," he said.
but as a friend. He's been here also
Verhey's new position is defi- about the same length of time."
nitely something that he is looking
Verhey will also miss all of the
forward to. However, after being on support and encouragement which
Hope's faculty for 17 years, he has Hope has given him over the years.
built some strong connections.
"They have supported my work.
Out of his three children, the Summer grants have been available.
oldest, Tim, has already graduated I wouldn't have gotten the position
from Hope in 1990; the next one, at the Texas Medical Center if Hope
Betsy, will graduate this May; and hadn't nurtured my work so I could
his vrmnnp<;t Kate, will enter as a write and publish during the sum-

mers," explained Verhey. Basically,
Verhey said he was giving up some
things for the sake of others.
Veiiiey concluded, 'The thing
that I couldn't shake, the reason that
I finally said yes to Houston, was
that I have been making noises about
the importance of the theological
voice in medical ethics. And they
have in effect said to me: 'Look,
your noises have been noted, now if
you really want this voice to be
heard, and amount to something, it
has to come from the context of a
major medical center not from a
very dear, but still small liberal arts
college in the Midwest." Verhey
will be involved with Hope
throughout the summer before he
makes his move south. His leaving,
closely following that of Dr. Elton
Bruins, presents the religion department with another open position.
According to Verhey, the search will
be conducted next year if, in fact,
they decide to replace him at all.
Said Verhey of the recent conflict about replacing Bruins, "His
position was a special position because of what he has contributed to
the department. So when he goes,
there is a sense of loss to the connection with the Reformed church. I
don't think that there will be the
same sort of concern about replacing me."

Continued from page 5
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Presents:

T H E REV. D R . G . MICHAEL BUTTERWOKTH

Professor of Old Testament,
Oak Hill College, England
Speaking on Isaiah
7 p.m. Thurs. the 9th in Lubbers Loft

Concerned
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Pregnancy?
Birth Control?
Sexually
Transmitted
Diseases?
AIDS?

l o u n g e :

Corner of Century Ln. (

Saturday, April 11
Ttirning Point
(jazz)

392-3017

(DAVE'S OAKAGE RESTAURANT)
m m
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Call The
H o p e College
H e a l t h Clinic

X7585
Confidential

counseling
and

pBudgct
Travel
Experts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget airfares anywhere.
International student fares.
Railpasses issued here.
Intemat'l Identity cards.
Worldwide adventure tours.
Travel gear and guide books.
Expert travel advice.

Council Travd
1220 S. University Avenue STE 206
Ann Artx)f ( MI 48104

313-998-0200
Call for a FREE student
travel catalog!

Free pregrnncy test in •

Hey Hope College
KORNER

Kletz International Food Fair

Get involved in a
Student Organization
The anchor, WTHS,

Thursday, April 9 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Milestone and SAC

Featuring your favorites from the netherlands
Mexico, Italy, France, U.S.A.
Only $3.75 buys your passport to good taste!

T

•

are looking to fill positions.;
If you are interested stop by;
their offices or call.
• &

See your favorite Kletz worker dressed in
ethnic costume!

(p.s. for more info see story on page 5)*
t

